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Due to the multitude of scales present in realistic oceanic conditions, resolving the surface

stress is computationally intensive, motivating modeling approaches. In this work, a

dynamic wave drag model is developed for Large Eddy Simulation to quantify the effects

of multiscale dynamically rough surfaces on the atmospheric boundary layer. The waves

are vertically unresolved, and the total drag due to the horizontally resolved portion of

the wave spectrum is computed through a superposition of the force from each mode. As

LES can only resolve the horizontal wind-wave interactions to the filter scale Δ, the effects

of the horizontally unresolved, subfilter waves are modeled by specifying a roughness

length scale characterizing the unresolved wave energy spectrum. This subfilter roughness

is set proportional to the subfilter root-mean-square of the height distribution, and the

constant of proportionality is evaluated dynamically during the simulation based on the

assumption that the total drag force at the wave surface is independent of the filter scale.

The dynamic approach is used to simulate the airflow over a spectrum of moving waves

and the results are validated against high-fidelity phase-resolved simulations. The dynamic

approach combined with the wave spectrum drag model is then used to study flow through

a fixed-bottom offshore wind farm. The dynamic model accurately adapts to the changing

velocity field and accurately predicts the mean velocity profiles and power produced from

the offshore wind farm. Further, the effect of the wind-wave interactions on the mean

velocity profiles, power production, and kinetic energy budget are quantified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The paradigm shift towards renewable energy coupled with increasing global demand for elec-

tricity has made offshore wind energy an important topic of research. The total installed offshore

wind energy capacity of the United States is currently 30 MW and is expected to increase sig-

nificantly over the next decade, with a planned capacity of 14 GW by 203044. The offshore

environment is generally characterized by stronger wind speeds, weaker turbulence intensities, and

larger availability of space, fueling interest in developing offshore wind energy technologies13,25.

The operation of large-scale wind farms in the offshore environment requires accurate character-

ization of wind speeds and turbulence levels and their modulation by ocean waves. Additionally,

as floating structures are gaining popularity and have started being constructed, knowledge of the

wave-field dynamics and its impact on the turbine wake and loads are necessary to develop floating

offshore wind turbines38. To this end, characterizing the momentum transfer between wind and

waves is critical for the future of offshore wind energy.

Limited field measurements for the evolution of turbine wakes in offshore wind farms have

focused on wake and power losses through the farm6,16. However, these large-scale studies are

unable to quantify how ocean waves affect a turbine’s wake profile and broader wind-wave-wake

interactions. Due to these shortcomings, laboratory-scale studies have been conducted with model

wind turbines in a wave tank. Ferčák et al. 27 developed an experimental setup combining a wave

tank, wind tunnel, and scaled fixed-bottom wind turbine to study wind-wave-wake interactions.

The study quantified the effects of the waves on wake meandering and wave-induced stresses.

However, experimental studies cannot sample thewide parameter space associatedwith the offshore

environment due to limitations in tank size and the ability to generate waves with varying fetch in

addition to the challenges related to aerodynamic scaling.

The ocean surface is composed of a superposition of numerous waves of various lengths

and periods. This complex multiscale surface is generally represented using a wave spectrum.

The spectrum provides the distribution of wave energy among different wavenumbers on the sea

surface. Researchers have developed numerous wave-spectrum models to combine available in-

situ and laboratory measurements22,28,34,50,56,67. Computationally representing such an evolving

multiscale surface is challenging and requires the development of specialized algorithms. Large

Eddy Simulation (LES) has been shown to yield high-fidelity results for flow over complex terrain

resolving the large- and intermediate-scale turbulent motions and only requiring modeling of the
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unresolved subfilter-scale turbulence effects. However, resolving the waves numerically in LES

requires a fine grid near the surface to capture the multiscale wave motions. Such phase-resolved

simulations accurately describe the near-surface wind-wave interactions but come with a high

computational cost18,32,33,52,54,58.

Despite their high computational cost, these high-fidelity, phase-resolved LES tools have pro-

vided key insights into wind-wave-wake interactions in offshore wind farms. Computational

simulation tools have been developed to resolve the air-sea interface and study the interaction

of wind turbines and waves. Alsam, Szasz, and Revstedt 4 studied the effects of monochromatic

fast moving waves on a single wind turbine and found that the higher wave speeds increased the

wind velocity, lowered wind shear, and decreased turbulence intensity level. Yang, Meneveau,

and Shen 63 developed a framework to characterize more realistic wind-wave-wake interactions of

an offshore wind farm. The wave surface was modeled using a separate Higher Order Spectral

Method (HOSM) coupled to LES of the airflow61. They found that waves have a significant effect

in determining wind farm performance in both the wind-driven regime and in the case of swell. The

HOSM relies on potential flow assumptions of the flow being irrotational and inviscid and is limited

to non-breaking waves24. Additionally, the computational cost of the simulation is increased due

to the separate wave solver. Xiao and Yang 60 and Yang et al. 66 studied the effects of swell (waves

that transfer momentum to the wind field) on a wind turbine array and found that the swells also

affect wake recovery and lead to higher power output.

While providing key insights, these high-fidelity, phase-resolved LES approaches have key

shortcomings. To simulate the near-surface wind-wave interactions, a high resolution is required to

resolve the multiscale surface in addition to a body-fitted grid. This results in a high computational

cost when considering a range of sea states and turbulence parameters associated with the offshore

environment. Recently, Aiyer, Deike, and Mueller 2 developed a phase-aware wave drag model

(WDM) that accurately calculates the wind-wave momentum transfer for LES without the need for

a separate solver for the wave field nor a high near-wall resolution. In their model, a hydrodynamic

drag that depended on the wave surface gradient and relative wind-wave velocity was imposed

to model the effects of the waves. The model relied on horizontally resolving the waves on the

computational grid, and the subfilter roughness was set equal to the smooth surface aerodynamic

roughness. Aiyer, Deike, andMueller 3 applied this wall-modeled approach to offshore wind farms,

but only for horizontally resolved monochromatic waves. In this work, a model that calculates

the drag for a multiscale moving surface is developed to simulate realistic ocean conditions by
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modeling the effect of multiple horizontally resolved wave modes.

Furthermore, for a multiscale ocean surface, the effect of waves unresolved by the LES grid

must be aggregated into a constant subfilter roughness length 𝑧0 or parameterizations that often

contain empirical constants that vary under different wind and wave conditions15,19,23,55. There is

a need for a modeling framework that reduces the computational cost associated with resolving the

air-sea interface and concomitantly accounts for subfilter effects without adhoc prescriptions of a

constant roughness length. Yang, Meneveau, and Shen 61 employed a dynamic procedure originally

developed byAnderson andMeneveau 5 for stationary surfaces to thewind-wave context. The effect

of subfilter motions was calculated dynamically during the simulation and the waves were modeled

using a separate HOSM solver. Here, the dynamic approach is extended to the cases where the

wave effects are also modeled rather than computed using the HOSM solver. The dynamic wave

spectrum model (Dyn-WaSp) is then applied to study flow through offshore wind farms, where

the presence of the wind turbines actively modulates the flow near the wave surface affecting

wind-wave momentum transfer and the drag from subfilter waves.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A dynamic wave spectrum (Dyn-WaSp) drag

model applicable to a multiscale moving surface is presented in §II, and governing equations used

for the LES and the wind turbine models are described in §III. The Dyn-WaSp model is then

applied to study airflow over a prescribed spectrum of moving waves in §IV and to flow through

an offshore wind farm in §V. Conclusions are drawn in §VI.

II. DYNAMIC WAVE SPECTRUM DRAG MODEL

The sea surface is composed of random waves with a wide range of wavelengths and periods.

The height distribution of realistic wave fields generally contains fluctuations over a large range

of scales ranging from a few centimeters (capillary waves) to many meters (gravity waves). In

general, the total force at the wave surface can be decomposed into a pressure-based form drag and

a viscous drag. Considering a sloped surface [(𝑥, 𝑡) varying as a function of horizontal coordinate
𝑥 and time 𝑡 representing the wave, the average horizontal component of the stress at the surface

can be written as31

𝜏𝑥𝑧 =
1
𝜌
〈𝑝𝑠[𝑥〉 +

〈
𝜏𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐,𝑥𝑧√︁
1+[2𝑥

〉
, (1)

where 𝑧 is the vertical direction, 𝑝𝑠 is the surface pressure, 𝜏𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐,𝑥𝑧 = a𝜕𝑢/𝜕𝑧 is the local viscous
surface tangential shear stress, [𝑥 = 𝜕[/𝜕𝑥 is the local interface slope, and the angular brackets
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denote averaging over one wavelength. In computational simulations, the accuracy of the pressure

and viscous stress relies on the grid resolution discretizing both the surface and the near-wall flow.

Direct Numerical Simulations and wall-resolved LES use a high resolution to accurately calculate

these stresses. This approach is unfeasible for the atmospheric boundary layer due to the high

computational cost.

In LES, the pressure drag due to the wave field is resolved only to the filter scale Δ. The

challenge lies in accurately modeling the effect of subfilter motions on the flow. The total force at

resolution Δ due to the pressure stress and the subfilter contributions can be written as

𝐹Δ
𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑖 =

∬
𝐴

𝑝𝑠�̃�𝑖 d𝑥d𝑦 + 𝜌𝑎

∬
𝐴

𝜏𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖 𝑗 ,Δ �̃� 𝑗 d𝑥d𝑦, (2)

where 𝑖 = 𝑥, 𝑦 denotes the horizontal directions, the ( .̃.) denotes a quantity filtered at scale Δ, 𝑝𝑠

is the filtered surface pressure, �̃� is the unit normal vector to the filtered surface [̃(𝑥, 𝑦), and �̃�𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑖 𝑗 ,Δ

is the subfilter stress due to unresolved wave modes at the wave surface. If the resolved filtered

pressure is known, Equation (2) can be used directly given a model for the subfilter stress. However,

for wall-modeled LES, the key is low computational cost, and models for both terms on the r.h.s of

Equation (2) are required.

A. Wave Spectrum Model for the Form Drag

The pressure drag ismodeled by extending the approach presented inAiyer, Deike, andMueller 2

to a multiscale surface. The original model was developed for a single wave mode that was

horizontally resolved by the LES grid. The model is based on applying a hydrodynamic drag force

proportional to the incoming momentum flux onto a frontal surface area. This offers the advantage

of incorporating the wave characteristics (surface topology and wave speed) into the formulation

without relying on empirical parameterizations. The model is then expressed as a force per unit

volume

𝐹𝑑,𝑖 = −𝐶𝐷

𝜌𝑎

Δ𝑧

�̃�𝑖𝑈
Δ

(
�̂�𝑢,𝑘 ·

𝜕[̃

𝜕𝑥𝑘

)
H

{
�̂�𝑢,𝑘 ·

𝜕[̃

𝜕𝑥𝑘

}
𝑖 = 𝑥, 𝑦, (3)

where 𝑎𝑘 is the wave steepness defined as a product of the wave amplitude 𝑎 and the wavenumber

𝑘 , 𝐶𝐷 = 𝑎𝑘/(1 + 6(𝑎𝑘)2) is the steepness-dependent drag coefficient, 𝜌𝑎 is the density of the
air, 𝑢𝑖 is the filtered velocity at the first grid point in the simulation, [̃ is the filtered wave

height, 𝑈Δ =

√︃
(�̃�− 𝑐𝑥)2 + (�̃�− 𝑐𝑦)2 is the tangential velocity relative to the wave propagation

speed, n̂u = �̃�𝑟,𝑐/𝑈Δ is the velocity unit normal vector, �̃�𝑟,𝑐 is the relative velocity between the
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incoming flow and the wave phase velocity 𝑐 =
√︁
(𝑔/𝑘), and H[𝑥] is the Heaviside function that

ensures that the force is only applied when the flow is incident on the wave frontal area. The

drag force formulation incorporates dependence on the wave characteristics based on the relative

velocity and the surface gradient.

In thiswork, thewave propagation direction is alignedwith themean flow, and further directional

effects are not considered. The sea surface elevation [̃(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) filtered at the LES grid resolution Δ
is constructed as a sum of linear plane waves, each with a random phase 𝜙54:

[̃(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) =
∑︁
𝑘

𝑎(𝑘) exp(𝑖[𝑘𝑥−𝜔(𝑘)𝑡 +𝜙], (4)

where 𝑎2(𝑘) = 2𝑆(𝑘)𝑑𝑘 is the amplitude of mode 𝑘 , 𝑆(𝑘) is the wave energy spectrum, and the
summation is over all the resolved wave modes with 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜋/Δ. The random phase model only
requires the computation of an initial wave state [̃(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡0), and future values can be computed
using fast Fourier transforms (FFTs)54. The wave surface elevation and total resolvable wave form

drag computed is filtered using a Gaussian filter to eliminate contributions from wave modes with

wavenumbers larger than the maximum resolvable wavenumber 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 . For a multiscale surface with

a given wavenumber spectrum, the total wave-induced force is computed as a linear superposition

of the effects of individual horizontally resolved wave modes:

𝐹𝑑,𝑖 = −
∑︁
𝑘

𝐶𝐷 (𝑘)
𝜌𝑎

Δ𝑧

�̃�𝑖

(
(�̃�𝑙 − 𝑐(𝑘)) · 𝜕[̃(𝑘)

𝜕𝑥𝑙

)
H

{
(�̃�𝑙 − 𝑐(𝑘)) · 𝜕[̃(𝑘)

𝜕𝑥𝑙

}
𝑖 = 𝑥, 𝑦, (5)

where the summation is carried out over the range of resolvable wavenumbers. Note that, for

the case of misaligned wind and waves, the relative velocity in Equation (5) will depend on the

local angle of propagation \ = arctan(𝑘𝑦/𝑘𝑥), but misaligned waves are not considered in this
work. In summary, for a wave propagating in the streamwise direction, each wave mode imposes

a hydrodynamic stress proportional to its relative velocity �̃�− 𝑐(𝑘) and slope 𝑎(𝑘)𝑘 .
A realistic wave spectrum is a mixture of both wind-waves (slow waves) and swells (fast waves).

The wave drag model developed by Aiyer, Deike, and Mueller 2 overestimated the wind-wave

momentum flux for cases where locally �̃� − 𝑐 < 0, applicable to very fast waves or swell-like

conditions where the momentum transfer is from the waves to the wind. For fast waves, the drag

force decreases linearly as a function of the wave speed as seen from Equation (3) and resulted

in a larger negative form drag than observed in DNS53,64(see Figure 10b from Aiyer, Deike, and

Mueller 2). To include these effects in the current framework, a simple parameterization based

on high-fidelity phase-resolved numerical simulations of Cao and Shen 12 is proposed. Cao and
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Shen 12 found that the physical process causing wind-wave momentum flux at high wave age is

governed by linear dynamics and can be described by their curvilinear model of the wave boundary

layer. The wave growth rate 𝛽 from their model showed good agreement with the phase-resolved

LES results (Cao, Deng, and Shen 11, see Figure 15). The averaged (over a wavelength) normalized

wave growth rate due to the wind input is related to the surface pressure drag by8,21

𝛽(𝑘) = 2
(𝑎(𝑘)𝑘)2

1
_

∫
𝑝(𝑘)
𝜌𝑎𝑢

2
∗

𝑑[(𝑘)
𝑑𝑥
d𝑥, (6)

where _ is the wavelength, 𝑝(𝑘) is the air pressure at the wave surface for mode 𝑘 , and 𝑢∗ is the
surface friction velocity. In the current modeling framework, the waves are prescribed and not

growing, but the normalized growth rate is merely used to derive a model for the form drag of

fast waves. The normalized growth rate defined in Equation (6) can be rewritten in terms of the

planar-averaged drag force as

𝛽(𝑘) = 2
(𝑎(𝑘)𝑘)2

< 𝑓𝑑 (𝑘) > Δ𝑧

𝑢2∗
, (7)

where 𝑓𝑑 = 𝐹𝑑/𝜌𝑎. As the wave growth parameterization is calculated from the averaged drag,
the swell correction is not phase-aware. Note that the normalized growth rate defined in Equation

(6) is implicitly normalized by the square of the wave steepness consistent with wind-wave theory

for the form stress20,43,58. Exponents < 2 have been proposed by some experimental studies31.

In this work, a consistent normalization based on the square of the wave steepness is used while

making comparisons to experimental and numerical studies. For wave age 𝑐/𝑢∗ > 25 a linear fit
with respect to the wave age is derived from the data of Cao and Shen 12:

𝛽(𝑘) = 25− 𝑐(𝑘)
𝑢∗

, (8)

Using Equation (8), the modified form drag can be written as

𝐹𝑑,𝑖 = −𝜌𝑎

Δ𝑧

∑︁
𝑘

[
Γ𝐶𝐷 (𝑘)�̃�𝑖

(
(�̃�𝑙 − 𝑐(𝑘)) · 𝜕[̃(𝑘)

𝜕𝑥𝑙

)
H

{
(�̃�𝑙 − 𝑐(𝑘)) · 𝜕[̃(𝑘)

𝜕𝑥𝑙

}
+ (1−Γ)𝛽(𝑘) (𝑎𝑘𝑢∗)

2

2

]
(9)

where

Γ =


1, 𝑢𝑖 − 𝑐(𝑘) ≥ 0

0, 𝑢𝑖 − 𝑐(𝑘) < 0.
(10)

In the LES, the wave form drag is calculated using Equation (9), and the swell parameterization

is applied when locally �̃�− 𝑐 < 0, that is, for momentum transfer from the waves to the wind.
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B. Model for Subfilter Wave Effects

For multiscale surfaces, the effects of subfilter scales can be recast as quantifying the effective

amplitude 𝜎[ of the subfilter waves for wave modes with 𝑘 > 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 . The model proposed by

Anderson and Meneveau 5 for the subfilter roughness based on the r.m.s of the subfilter height

fluctuations is used in the current study. Other candidate models have been proposed based on

different wave characteristics such as the steepness and the wave age, for instance; see the review

by Yang and co-workers61,65. However, the results from different models were found to be similar,

and the r.m.s height fluctuation model is used for its simplicity.

The r.m.s of the subfilter height fluctuation for a wave surface [̃ filtered at a scale Δ is

𝜎Δ
[ =

(
[̃2− [̃2

)1/2
. (11)

For a given wave spectrum 𝑆(𝑘), the r.m.s of the subfilter height fluctuation can be written as

𝜎Δ
[ =

(
2
∫ 2𝜋/_𝑐

𝜋/Δ
𝑆(𝑘)𝑑𝑘

)1/2
, (12)

where _𝑐 = 0.05m is the critical wavelength that separates gravity and capillary waves. Studies by

Makin, Kudryavtsev, and Mastenbroek 41 have shown that waves smaller than _𝑐 have a negligible

contribution to the total sea surface stress and are neglected in the integration.

The momentum fluxes associated with the subfilter height fluctuations are modeled using an

equilibrium log-law model for neutrally stratified flow that expresses the kinematic wall stress

nearest to the surface according to

�̃�𝑖𝑧 |𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 =


^𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑔

log
(
Δ𝑧/2−[̃
𝑧0,Δ

) 
2

�̃�𝑟

𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑔

, (13)

where 𝑖 = 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑔 =
√︁
�̃�2𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) + �̃�2𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is the magnitude of the tangential wind velocity

relative to the wave surface, Δ𝑧/2 is the first off-wall grid point, and [̃(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is the sea surface
elevation filtered at the LES resolution Δ. The relative surface velocities �̃�𝑟 , �̃�𝑟 are calculated using

the velocity at the first grid point and the wave surface orbital velocity54,61,62:

�̃�𝑟 = �̃�(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧1, 𝑡) − �̃�𝑠 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡), �̃�𝑟 = �̃�(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧1, 𝑡) − �̃�𝑠 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡), (14)

where �̃�𝑠, �̃�𝑠 are the wave orbital velocities, associated with the corresponding modeled wave
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mode spectra. This follows previous work in Aiyer, Deike, and Mueller 3 with the smooth wall

aerodynamic roughness supplemented by the subfilter wave roughness.

The subfilter sea surface roughness is set proportional to the r.m.s of the height fluctuations

calculated using Equation (12):

𝑧0,Δ =

[
𝑧20,𝑠 +

(
𝛼𝑤𝜎

Δ
[

)2]1/2
, (15)

where 𝛼𝑤 is the roughness parameter that is determined dynamically. Note that the smooth wall

roughness26 𝑧0,𝑠 = 0.11a/𝑢∗ has been added for each scale to ensure numerical stability for the
case 𝛼𝑤 = 0, which corresponds to a completely resolved spectrum on the LES grid. The dynamic

procedure is briefly outlined below following the procedure in Anderson andMeneveau 5 and Yang,

Meneveau, and Shen 61 .

C. Dynamic Wave Spectrum Model (Dyn-WaSp)

To determine the dynamic parameter 𝛼𝑤, the total drag is evaluated at the filter scale Δ and

a test- filter scale Δ̂ = 2Δ (where Δ is the LES grid resolution) with the assumption that 𝛼𝑤 is

the same at both scales. A Gaussian filter with a 3-point stencil in physical space is used for the

filtering process. The requirement that the total drag at the surface must be independent of the

scale chosen leads to the following identity:

∬
𝑝𝑠�̃�𝑖 d𝑥d𝑦 + 𝜌𝑎

∬
𝜏𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖 𝑗 ,Δ �̃� 𝑗 d𝑥d𝑦 =

∬
ˆ̃𝑝
𝑠 ˆ̃𝑛𝑖 d𝑥d𝑦 + 𝜌𝑎

∬
𝜏𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖 𝑗 ,2Δ

ˆ̃𝑛 𝑗 d𝑥d𝑦, (16)

where the l.h.s represents the total force at scale Δ, the r.h.s represents the total force at scale Δ̂,

and filtering at twice the grid scale is denoted by ˆ̃(..). The roughness lengths at the two scales are
given by

𝑧0,Δ =

[
𝑧20,𝑠 +

(
𝛼𝑤𝜎

Δ
[

)2]1/2
; 𝑧0,2Δ =

[
𝑧20,𝑠 +

(
𝛼𝑤𝜎

2Δ
[

)2]1/2
. (17)

For the wind and wave cases considered in the present study, 𝛼𝑤𝜎
Δ
[ >> 𝑧0,𝑠, and 𝑧0,Δ is primarily

determined by the dynamic roughness model.

Substituting the Wave Spectrum (WaSp) model from Equation (5) and the equilibrium wall

model from Equation (13) at the two scales and further considering an equivalence of total wall
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stress, the self-consistency condition can be rewritten as

𝑓 Δ𝑑,𝑖Δ𝑧 +
〈

^𝑈Δ
𝑎𝑣𝑔

log
(
Δ𝑧/2−[̃
𝑧0,Δ

) 
2

�̃�− �̃�𝑜𝑟𝑏

𝑈Δ
𝑎𝑣𝑔

〉
= 𝑓 2Δ𝑑,𝑖 Δ𝑧 +

〈
^𝑈2Δ𝑎𝑣𝑔

log
(
Δ𝑧/2−̂̃[
𝑧0,2Δ

) 
2
ˆ̃𝑢− ˆ̃𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑏
𝑈2Δ𝑎𝑣𝑔

〉
, (18)

where,

𝑓 Δ𝑑,𝑖Δ𝑧 =

𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥=𝜋/Δ∑︁ [
Γ𝐶𝐷 (𝑘)�̃�𝑖

(
(�̃�𝑙 − 𝑐(𝑘)) · 𝜕[̃(𝑘)

𝜕𝑥𝑙

)
H

{
(�̃�𝑙 − 𝑐(𝑘)) · 𝜕[̃(𝑘)

𝜕𝑥𝑙

}
+ (1−Γ)𝛽(𝑘) (𝑎(𝑘)𝑘𝑢∗)

2

2

]
(19)

𝑓 2Δ𝑑,𝑖 Δ𝑧 =

𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥=𝜋/2Δ∑︁ [
Γ𝐶𝐷 (𝑘)̂̃𝑢𝑖 ((̂̃𝑢𝑙 − 𝑐(𝑘)) · 𝜕

̂̃[(𝑘)
𝜕𝑥𝑙

)
H

{
(̂̃𝑢𝑙 − 𝑐(𝑘)) · 𝜕

̂̃[(𝑘)
𝜕𝑥𝑙

}
+ (1−Γ)𝛽(𝑘) (𝑎(𝑘)𝑘𝑢∗)

2

2

]
.

(20)

The angular brackets denote planar averaging. As the waves considered here are non-deforming,

planar averaging is sufficient. The unknown parameter 𝛼𝑤 enters the equation inside a transcen-

dental function and is challenging to obtain through simple algebraic manipulations. A bisection

root-finding algorithm is employed at each time step to solve for 𝛼𝑤. This value of 𝛼𝑤 is used in

Equation (13) to calculate the wall stress, allowing the surface roughness to vary with wind and

wave conditions.

In summary, the waves are unresolved in the vertical direction, the effect of waves resolved in

the horizontal direction to the filter scale Δ are modeled, and the subfilter contributions due to

unresolved waves are determined dynamically using the Dyn-WaSp model.

III. COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK

A. LES Framework

LES calculations were performed using NGA, which is a structured, finite difference, lowMach

number flow solver17,40. The wind velocity field is described using the filtered Navier-Stokes

equations in the incompressible limit:

∇ · ũ = 0, (21)

𝜕ũ

𝜕𝑡
+ ũ · ∇ũ =− 1

𝜌
∇𝑝 +∇ · σ̃ + f̃𝑑 + f̃𝑇 . (22)

10



The equations are discretized on a Cartesian grid (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧). The variables are staggered on the
computational mesh, and the location of each variable is described in detail in Ref.17. In Eqs.

(21) and (22), �̃� = (�̃�, �̃�,𝑤) is the velocity vector with the tilde denoting variables filtered on the
LES grid; f̃𝑑 is the drag force applied in the streamwise direction, representing the effects of the

waves; f̃𝑇 is the turbine force calculated by the actuator disk model; and �̃�𝑖 𝑗 = 2a𝑆𝑖 𝑗 + �̃�𝑑
𝑖 𝑗
is the

total deviatoric stress, where a is the molecular viscosity, 𝑆𝑖 𝑗 is the resolved strain rate tensor, and

�̃�𝑑
𝑖 𝑗
is the subfilter stress (SFS) tensor. The SFS tensor is modeled using a Lilly-Smagorinsky

type subfilter viscosity model �̃�𝑑
𝑖 𝑗
= 2a𝑇𝑆𝑖 𝑗 , where the subfilter viscosity is computed using the

Anisotropic Minimum Dissipation (AMD) model1,49:

a𝑇 =
−(𝜕𝑘 �̃�𝑖) (𝜕𝑘 �̃� 𝑗 )𝑆𝑖 𝑗
(𝜕𝑙 �̃�𝑚) (𝜕𝑙 �̃�𝑚)

, (23)

where 𝜕𝑖 =
√
𝐶𝑖𝛿𝑖𝜕𝑖 (𝑖 = 1,2,3) is the scaled gradient operator and𝐶𝑖 = 0.33 is the modified Poincare

constant.

B. Turbine Model and Wave Spectrum

The wind turbines are represented using an actuator disk model9. In the present study, the disk

averaged velocity is used as the reference velocity rather than the upstream unperturbed velocity

and the turbine force in the streamwise direction per unit mass is given by10

𝑓𝑇 = −1
2
𝐶′
𝑇 〈𝑢〉2𝑑

1
Δ𝑥

, (24)

where 〈𝑢〉𝑑 is the localwind velocity spatially averaged over the turbine disk and𝐶′
𝑇
=𝐶𝑇/(1−𝑎𝐼)2 =

4/3 is the effective thrust coefficient, where 𝐶𝑇 us the turbine thrust coefficient, and 𝑎𝐼 is the

induction factor. The turbine force is smoothly distributed across the actuator disk area51.

In this work, the height spectrum of wind-generated sea surface waves obtained during the Joint

North Sea Wave Observation Project (JONSWAP)34 is used. The one-dimensional form of the

spectrum in angular frequency space is given by

𝐸𝐽 (𝜔) =
𝛼𝑃𝑔

2

𝜔5
exp

[
−5
4

(𝜔𝑝

𝜔

)4]
𝛾𝑟 , (25)

where

𝑟 = exp

[
−
(𝜔−𝜔𝑝)2

2Σ2𝜔2𝑝

]
, (26)
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FIG. 1: Sketch of the simulation setup depicting the Dynamic Wave Spectrum (Dyn-WaSp)

model (𝐹𝑑,𝑥), which calculates the hydrodynamic wave drag for the horizontally resolved portion

of the wave spectrum. The waves are multiscale, and the subfilter contributions are calculated

dynamically. The wind turbines are modeled using actuator disks.

Case 𝑈10 (𝑚𝑠−1) 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ 𝑐𝑝 (𝑚𝑠−1) 𝑘 𝑝 (𝑚−1) 𝐻𝑠 (𝑚)

CU6 12 6 2.66 1.38 0.26

CU10 12 10 4.43 0.5 0.56

CU18 12 18 7.99 0.15 1.34

TABLE I: Parameters for JONSWAP wave spectrum

where Σ is the standard deviation given by:

Σ =


0.07, 𝜔 ≤ 𝜔𝑝

0.09, 𝜔 > 𝜔𝑝 .

(27)

Here, 𝜔𝑝 is the angular frequency at the spectrum peak, 𝛼𝑃 = 0.076
(
(𝑈210/(𝑔𝐹)

)0.22
is the Phillips

constant45, 𝐹 is the wave fetch, 𝛾 = 3.3 is the peak enhancement factor, and 𝑈10 is the velocity at

10m height. Using the gravity wave dispersion relation 𝜔2 = 𝑔𝑘 , the spectrum can be transformed

into wavenumber space using 𝑆(𝑘) = (𝑔/(2𝜔))𝐸𝐽 (𝜔).

C. Simulation Setup

In the first set of simulations, airflow over a spectrum of waves (without wind turbines) with

different wave characteristics is considered. The wave parameters are chosen to mimic the different

12



Case _𝑝 (𝑚) Δ𝑥/_𝑝 𝐻/_𝑝 𝑁𝑥 ×𝑁𝑦 ×𝑁𝑧 〈𝛼𝑤 〉𝑡

CU6(C) 4.55 0.355 2 64×64×32 0.278

CU6(F) 4.55 0.156 2 128×128×64 0.304

CU10(C) 12.62 0.686 2 92×92×44 0.18

CU10(F) 12.62 0.493 2 128×128×44 0.194

CU18(C) 41 3.2725 2 64×64×60 0.037

CU18(F) 41 1.6362 2 128×128×60 0.088

TABLE II: Parameters for simulation domain

cases simulated in phase-resolved simulations of Yang, Meneveau, and Shen 61 . The details of

the wave characteristics for the different simulations considered are provided in Table I. Each case

is labeled by the wave age at the spectrum peak, i.e CU6 is the case with 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 6 etc. The
computational domain size in the horizontal directions is 𝐿𝑥 = 𝐿𝑦 = 5_𝑝 for each case, where _𝑝 is

the wavelength at the spectrum peak. The case with wave age 𝑐/𝑢∗ = 6 corresponds to a wave field
with the smallest peak wavelength. A larger domain size with 𝐿𝑥 = 20_𝑝 is chosen to ensure the

effect of large-scale structures is well captured. For each case, two grid resolutions are run to probe

the robustness of the dynamic model. Details of the grid discretization for each case along with

the horizontal and vertical resolutions are provided in Table II. The discretization in the vertical

direction 𝑁𝑧 is chosen to ensure that the maximum wave height lies below the cell center of the

first grid point, 𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 < 0.95Δ𝑧/2, and that the grid aspect ratio is ideal for wall-modeled LES, i.e,
Δ𝑥/Δ𝑧 ≥ 136,46. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions, and the flow
is driven with a constant external pressure gradient. The pressure gradient results in a friction

velocity (or surface stress) 𝑢2∗ = 𝜌−1𝑎 (𝜕𝑃/𝜕𝑥)𝐻. A free-slip boundary condition is used for the
top of the domain. The bottom boundary is bounded by multiscale waves, and the subfilter-scale

roughness is calculated dynamically using the procedure described in Section II. The simulation

setup is depicted in Figure 1.

Next, for the flow through an offshore wind farm, the wave characteristics are fixed (shown in

Table III), and the turbine configurations are varied. The different cases considered in this study are

summarized in Table IV. A 𝑁𝑟𝑜𝑤 ×3 wind turbine array is distributed uniformly in the simulation
domain of extent (𝐿𝑥 , 𝐿𝑦, 𝐻) = (2100, 1500, 1000) m with 𝑁𝑟𝑜𝑤 = 2,4. The computational

13



𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ 𝐻𝑠𝑘 𝑝/2 𝑘 𝑝 (m)

11 0.09 0.1

TABLE III: Wave parameters

for offshore wind farm study

Case Description 𝑠𝑥 × 𝑠𝑦 < 𝛼𝑤 >𝑡

SPW Wave Spectrum −− 2.35×10−2

SPWJ2 Wave Spectrum + turbines 10.5×5 2.22×10−3

SWJ2 Monochromatic wave + turbines 10.5×5 –

SPWJ4 Wave Spectrum + turbines 5.25×5 2.26×10−3

TABLE IV: Simulation parameters for offshore wind

farm study

domain is discretized uniformly using (𝑁𝑥 , 𝑁𝑦, 𝑁𝑧) = (128, 128, 125) grid points. Due to the

periodic boundary conditions, the setup represents an infinite wind farm under fully developed

conditions10,62. The wind turbines have a hub height of 𝐻ℎ𝑢𝑏 = 100 m and a diameter of 𝐷 = 100

m. The spanwise spacing parameter (normalized distance between two turbines) has a fixed value

of 𝑠𝑦 = (𝐿𝑦/𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑙) = 5, and the streamwise spacing parameter is 𝑠𝑥 = 𝐿𝑥/𝑁𝑟𝑜𝑤 = 10.5 and 5.25 for

𝑁𝑟𝑜𝑤 = 2 and 4, respectively. These spacings are typical of commercial wind farms and mimic

the configuration in Yang, Meneveau, and Shen 63 . Additionally, the case with a sinusoidal wave

field with the wave characteristics matched to the peak wavelength and significant wave height

𝐻𝑠 of the JONSWAP spectrum is considered. At the initial stage of the simulation, the airflow

boundary layer over the prescribed waves is allowed to develop until equilibrium is reached. The

wind turbine forcing is then turned on, and the wind farm boundary layer is allowed to develop.

IV. LES OF AIRFLOW OVER A SPECTRUM OF WAVES

In this section, the Dyn-WaSp model is used to simulate airflow over a multiscale ocean surface.

The results are validated against phase-resolved simulations performed by Yang, Meneveau, and

Shen 61 for different wave characteristics. The contribution from different wave modes to the total

stress is analyzed, and, finally, the performance of the dynamic model for different grid resolutions

is demonstrated.
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A. Mean Velocity Profiles

Different wave modes contribute to the overall height distribution of the ocean wave field.

The one-dimensional wavenumber spectra of surface elevation for the three cases are shown in

Figure 2a, along with the location of the maximum resolvable wavenumber for the different grid

resolutions considered. A transect of the surface for the different cases is shown in Figure 2b. In the

current simulations, directional spreading is neglected, and the wave propagates in the streamwise

direction aligned with the mean flow. The multiscale nature of the generated surface is visible,

with contribution from different wavenumbers based on the corresponding wave spectrum from

Figure 2. It is important to note that, although there is less energy in the high wavenumber tail, the

contribution to the overall wave form drag is non-negligible. Hwang 35 found that the intermediate-

scale waves with wavelengths less than 6 m or wavenumbers greater than 1 m−1 are the dominant

contributor to the ocean surface drag. As the wave phase speed is inversely proportional to the

wavenumber, the high wave number region corresponds to slow waves, that impart a drag to the

wind due to the larger relative velocity between the wind and the wave surface. Hence, the entire

spectrum (resolved and subfilter waves) needs to be accurately represented to determine the sea

surface drag.

In Figure 3a, the temporally and spatially averaged mean velocity profile from the LES is

depicted. The results show good agreement with the phase-resolved simulations from Yang,

Meneveau, and Shen 61 . Additionally shown are LES results where the wave field is described

using a monochromatic wave train with wavenumber set to the peak wavenumber 𝑘 𝑝 and amplitude

calculated using the significant wave height 𝑎 = 𝐻𝑠/2. For this case, the sinusoidal wave train with
the model from Aiyer, Deike, and Mueller 2 also shows good agreement with the phase-resolved

model. The monochromatic wave train is based on the spectrum peak which also corresponds to

the peak drag producing waves. Hence, resolving the peak wavenumber for this case 𝑘 𝑝 = 1.38m is

sufficient to capture the mean behavior of the streamwise velocity. Figure 3b shows the distribution

of the wave growth rate calculated for the CU6(F) case. The modeled normalized growth rate

shows good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the phase-resolved calculations. Further,

the growth rate reaches a constant value for high-wavenumbers consistent with previous studies7,14.

Note that, in the current simulations, the pressure-based form stress is modeled, and the waves

are prescribed. However, a normalized growth rate can be used to facilitate comparison with the

phase-resolved simulations and experiments.
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FIG. 2: a) One-dimensional wavenumber spectra of surface elevation normalized by the peak

wavenumber 𝑘 𝑝 and b) resolved wave height distribution as a function of normalized streamwise

coordinates prescribed at the bottom boundary for the fine resolution case: 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 6 (red line),
𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 10 (green line), 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 18 (blue line). In the current simulations, directional spreading
is neglected, and the waves propagate along the streamwise direction. The arrows in each panel

correspond to the grid resolution limit of the LES for the different cases in Table II.

The mean profiles for cases with 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 10 and 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 18 are shown in Figures 3c and 3e.
For these cases, the equivalent monochromatic wave with the matched peak characteristics under-

predicts the wave form drag, and the mean velocity profiles are faster than the phase-resolved cases.

The peak wavenumber for these two cases is 𝑘 𝑝 = 0.5 𝑚−1 and 𝑘 𝑝 = 0.15 𝑚−1, and the intermediate
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FIG. 3: Temporally and spatially averaged velocity profiles and normalized wave growth rate for

(a,b) 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 6, (c,d) 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 10, and (e,f) 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 18, respectively. The results from the LES
with the Dyn-WaSp model are shown using the green circle and line, and the phase-resolved LES

from Yang, Meneveau, and Shen 61 are shown using the black solid lines. For the velocity

profiles, the results from a monochromatic wave train are shown using the dashed green lines.
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scale waves correspond to 𝑘/𝑘 𝑝 > 2 and 7, respectively. For the CU10 case, the growth rate shows
excellent qualitative and quantitative agreement with the phase-resolved simulations as shown in

Figure 3d. The growth rate for the CU18 case is higher than that of the phase-resolved simulation.

This case’s velocity near the surface is slightly higher than the phase-resolved simulations. This

leads to an over-prediction of the surface stress as the stress depends on the square of the velocity.

Additionally, the normalized growth rate is sensitive to the wave steepness where a 10% difference

in the steepness results in a 20% difference in the growth rate. Qualitatively the growth rate is

slightly negative for the smallest wavenumber (highest wave speed) and begins to saturate for the

higher wavenumbers similar to the phase-resolved simulations.

In order to highlight the range of dimensional wavenumbers simulated in each case, the normal-

ized growth rate is plotted as a function of dimensional wavenumber (for the high resolution cases)

in Figure 4a. The values of 𝛽 differ at small 𝑘 and reach a constant value for large 𝑘 for CU6 and

CU10 cases. This behavior mimics the behavior of turbulence where the large-scale motions differ,

while universality is preserved in the small scales61. For the CU18 case, the higher wavenumbers

are not resolved, and the saturation is not reached. In order to facilitate comparison with other nu-

merical and experimental studies, Figure 4b depicts the normalized growth rate as a function of the

wave age 𝑐/𝑢∗. The results from the current LES with the Dyn-WaSp model are shown with solid
symbols. Additionally shown are lab-scale experimental data from wave tanks8,31, DNS of flow

over a monochromatic wave train37,53,64, fully coupled DNS58 and data from LES coupled with a

HOSMwave solver33,39,61. The normalized growth rate has been shown to depend on the Reynolds

number of the flow, and domain size and measurements from experiments and simulations show

significant scatter8,31,33,47. The normalized growth rate calculated with the Dyn-WaSp model fall

in the range of existing experiments, computation, and theory.

In summary, if the intermediate scale waves are resolved in the simulation, using a representative

sinusoidal wave train matched to the peak wave characteristics is sufficient to capture the surface

roughness. However, in general, the performance of theDyn-WaSpmodel is superior and accurately

predicts both the mean velocity profiles and the form stress and does not rely on resolving the

intermediate scale waves. The dynamic approach will be advantageous, especially for simulations

of marine atmospheric boundary layer flows relevant to offshore wind farms where typical grid

resolutions are of the order O(10) m, and intermediate scale waves would remain unresolved.
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FIG. 4: a) Normalized wave growth rate as a function of dimensional wavenumber for the

different cases considered and b) wave growth rate as a function of wave age for current LES with

Dyn-WaSp model (Solid symbols). Additionally shown are measurements: Grare et al. 31

(G2013) (black triangles), and Buckley, Veron, and Yousefi 8 (green left facing triangles); DNS:

Wu, Popinet, and Deike 58 (W2022) (violet, purple, and magenta hexagons); and LES: Liu et al. 39

(L2010) (Yellow right facing triangles), Yang, Meneveau, and Shen 61 (Y2013) (orange

pentagons), and Hao and Shen 33 (H2019) (turquoise stars). The solid line at 𝛽 = 48 and 𝛽 = 16

corresponds to the empirical formula from Plant 47 , and the dashed lines are from the

critical-layer theory of Miles 42 .

B. Dynamic Roughness Parameter

The dynamic procedure calculates the parameter 𝛼𝑤 to ensure the total surface drag force at the

filter scale Δ is equal to the total force at the test- filter scale 2Δ. Filtering at a larger test- filter scale

reduces the resolved form drag as the surface is now smoother at the larger scale. However, since

more fluctuations are subfilter, the unresolved roughness scale is larger leading to a correspondingly

higher subfilter drag. The model relies on the existence of a unique value of 𝛼𝑤 that equates the

total force at both scales.

Figure 5a shows the time history of the dynamic parameter 𝛼𝑤. The value fluctuates around

a steady state similar to that observed in Anderson and Meneveau 5 and Yang, Meneveau, and

Shen 61 . A unique value of 𝛼𝑤 is obtained in each case, without undesirable instabilities. The

time-averaged value of the dynamic parameter is shown as a function of wave age in Figure 5b.
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FIG. 5: a) Evolution of the dynamic coefficient 𝛼𝑤 as a function of time and b) the time-averaged

value for 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 6 (circles), 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 10 (squares), and 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 18 (triangles).
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FIG. 6: Non-dimensional mean streamwise velocity profiles in semi-logarithmic scale for flow

over multiscale waves for 𝑐/𝑢∗ = 6, 𝑐/𝑢∗ = 10, and 𝑐/𝑢∗ = 18 using the Dyn-WaSp model.

Here, 𝛼𝑤 is calculated at two grid resolutions for each case. The time-averaged value of 𝛼𝑤 is

independent of filter size for the low wave age cases. The filter and the test filter scales for these

cases lie in the saturation region of the normalized wave growth rate, leading to a scale-independent

parameter. For the highest wave age 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 18, fewer drag producing waves are resolved, and the
motion of the subfilter waves is non-negligible. Hence, the r.m.s model does not yield a value of
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the dynamic parameter that is independent of resolution. Different subfilter models that account

for the wave phase speed or a scale-dependent filter could be used for the high wave-age cases and

will be the subject of future studies. The mean velocity profiles for the different resolutions are

shown in Figure 6. It is evident that the profiles are independent of grid resolutions. Even for

the case with 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 18 where the dynamic parameter showed a dependence on filter width, the
dynamic model predicts velocity profiles that are grid independent.

In summary, the Dyn-WaSp model provides an accurate description of the airflow over the

multiscale rough surface. The approach shows minimal grid dependence and benefits from a

reduced computational cost of O(100), based on grid resolution, compared to phase-resolved

simulations, making it ideal for large-scale marine atmospheric boundary layer simulations.

V. LES OF OFFSHORE WIND FARM

In this section simulations of flow through an offshore wind farm with the bottom boundary

prescribed as a multiscale wave field are presented. The Dyn-WaSp model is coupled with an

actuator disk model for the wind turbines. The mean velocity profiles, bottom friction velocity,

normalized farm power, and kinetic energy budgets are quantified.

A. Results and Discussions

In this section, statistics for the airflow flow over a spectrum of waves for different turbine

configurations are presented.

1. Velocity Profiles and Surface Roughness

Temporally and spatially averaged mean streamwise velocity profiles for the monochromatic

wave and spectrum case are shown in Figure 7. Phase-averaged LES over waves usually assume a

constant value for the surface roughness 𝑧0 = 2×10−4 m shown as the black dashed line in Figure
730. Such a description is clearly insufficient to quantify the correct wave form stress or mean

velocity profile and does not generalize to different wave conditions. For the sinusoidal case, the

total drag exerted by the waves is dependent on the relative wind-wave velocity quantified by the

wave age 𝑐/𝑢∗, and the wave steepness 𝑎𝑘 . With the inclusion of the full wave spectrum, the flow
field is reduced significantly due to the inclusion of slower wave modes resulting in a higher drag.
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FIG. 7: Temporally and spatially averaged mean streamwise velocity from the LES with

Dyn-WaSp (Full Spectrum) model and LES with the Wave Drag Model (Monochromatic).

Resolving more wave modes results in an increased surface roughness and slower velocity.

With the addition of wind turbines, the flow slows down as energy is extracted from the flow

by the wind farm. Figure 8a shows the instantaneous 𝑥 − 𝑧 contours of the streamwise velocity

normalized by the friction velocity 𝑢∗ at the y-midplane for case SPWJ2. There exists a large

variability of instantaneous velocity around different turbines due to complex interaction between

the wakes48,59,62. Figure 8b depicts the time-averaged streamwise velocity where a wake region

due to the actuator disk forcing is observed behind the turbine extending to approximately 6 D

downstream. The variance of streamwise velocity 𝑢′2 is shown in Figure 8c. At the edge of the

wake region, a shear layer is generated resulting in two high Reynolds stress regions starting from

the rotor tip.

The temporally and spatially- averaged streamwise velocity profiles from the different wind farm

configurations, are depicted in Figure 9. Additionally shown is the profile for a monochromatic

wave. The profiles predicted from the Dyn-WaSp model for both cases show good agreement both

below the wind turbine region and above the turbine layer. For a broad range of wave modes, such

as observed in the ocean, characterizing the effect of the unresolved roughness scales, in addition

to the effects of wave steepness and wave age is important. The Dyn-WaSp model accounts for the
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(a) Instantaneous Streamwise Velocity

(b) Averaged Streamwise Velocity

(c) Streamwise Velocity Variance

FIG. 8: x-z contours at the y midplane across the center of the actuator disk for the a)

instantaneous streamwise velocity �̃�, b) time-averaged streamwise velocity �̃�, and c)

time-averaged variance of the streamwise velocity 𝑢′2.
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FIG. 9: Temporally and spatially averaged velocity profiles for 𝑐𝑝/𝑢∗ = 11 from LES with the
Dyn-WaSp model with 𝑠𝑥 = 10.5 (green line with circles), 𝑠𝑥 = 5.25 (green line with squares),

LES with a monochromatic wave (red line), and phase-resolved LES62 (black lines). The turbine

hub region is depicted by the vertical dashed black lines.

wave spectrum and does not rely on adhoc prescription of the surface roughness.

The velocity profiles in Figure 9 depict two constant stress layers that emerge in the averaged

streamwise velocity below and above the wind turbine layer10,29. The velocity profile in the layer

below the wind turbines is controlled by the total surface stress 𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (both resolved and subfilter) or

equivalently, the bottom friction velocity 𝑢∗,𝑏𝑜𝑡 =
√︁
𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙/𝜌 that depends on the waves and the wind

turbines. Predicting this quantity will determine the accuracy in predicting the turbine velocity at

hub height. The values of the total surface stress as well as the bottom friction velocity are shown

in Table V and compared to the phase-resolved simulations63. The values obtained from the LES

with the Dyn-WaSp model show good quantitative agreement with the phase-resolved simulations

with a less than 5% difference for the friction velocity and 10% difference for the total stress.

2. Wave form stress

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the resolved form stress𝐷 𝑝 = 𝑓𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑦,Δ𝑧/2)Δ𝑧 normalized by

the surface friction velocity 𝑢∗,𝑏𝑜𝑡 for the case without turbines and the two cases with turbines. For
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the case without turbines 𝑢∗,𝑏𝑜𝑡 = 𝑢∗, and the waves that produce the most drag are the waves with

the largest energy with wavenumber 𝑘 = 𝑘 𝑝. The total normalized resolved form stress is 18% for

the case without turbines. The flow decelerates as energy is extracted by the turbines resulting in a

decreased friction velocity at the wave surface. The effect of the waves on the airflow is dependent

on the difference between the airflow velocity and the wave phase speed, or equivalently the wave

age 𝑐/𝑢∗. In the presence of the turbines, the effective wave age 𝑐/𝑢∗,𝑏𝑜𝑡 is larger compared to the
case without turbines. As the drag force is proportional to the difference between the wind and the

wave velocity (see Equation (9)), this higher wave age corresponds to a smaller drag. This is evident

in the middle and right panels of Figure 10 where the peak of resolved stress distribution shifts

towards higher wavenumbers. The maximum resolvable wavenumber 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈ 2𝑘 𝑝, corresponds
to a minimum resolvable wave age of 𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛/𝑢∗,𝑏𝑜𝑡 . For the case without the wind turbines this
corresponds to a minimum wave age of ≈ 7.7, and slower waves are accounted for using the
dynamic subfilter model. With the addition of turbines, the minimum wave age increases to ≈ 19,
and a larger fraction of the drag producing waves are subfilter. Without the dynamic approach, the

effects of the waves would not be accounted for in the simulation resulting in an incorrect prediction

of the surface stress. Additionally, in wind farms, the main drag producing waves spatially evolve

depending on the changes in airflow, and the model gives a more accurate picture of the varying

surface roughness.

3. Power Density and Kinetic Energy Budget

The power extracted from the flow by the wind turbines can be calculated based on the turbine

induced force and the wind velocity. The power extracted by a single turbine can be written as

𝑃𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏 = −
(
𝜋𝐷2

4
𝑓𝑇 〈𝑢〉𝑑

)
. (28)

Equation (28) assumes that the effective power coefficient 𝐶′
𝑝 =𝐶′

𝑇
, and should only be used for an

inter- comparison between cases and not as an absolute prediction of power output.

The power density can be defined based on the streamwise and spanwise turbine spacings and

the rotor diameter as

P =
𝑃𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏

𝑠𝑥𝑠𝑦𝐷
2 . (29)

The total performance of the wind farm can be quantified using the averaged power density over
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TABLE V: Friction velocity and total normalized power from the current LES with the

Dyn-WaSp model and the phase resolved simulations from Yang, Meneveau, and Shen 63

Case 𝑢𝐿𝐸𝑆
∗,𝑏𝑜𝑡/𝑢∗ 𝑢

𝑌 𝑎𝑛𝑔

∗,𝑏𝑜𝑡 /𝑢∗ P𝐿𝐸𝑆
𝑇

/𝑈3
𝐻

P𝑌 𝑎𝑛𝑔

𝑇
/𝑈3

𝐻
〈𝜏𝐿𝐸𝑆

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
〉𝑡/𝑈2𝐻 〈𝜏𝑌 𝑎𝑛𝑔

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
〉𝑡/𝑈2𝐻

SPWJ2 0.447 0.44 1.57×10−3 1.59×10−3 8.18×10−4 7.2×10−4

SPWJ4 0.36 0.38 2.5×10−3 2.45×10−3 6.33×10−4 6.85×10−4
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FIG. 10: Normalized wave form stress 𝐷 𝑝 = 𝑓𝑑Δ𝑧 as a function of normalized wavenumber for a)

airflow above a spectrum of moving waves without wind turbines and flow over a spectrum of

waves with wind turbine configuration: b) 𝑁𝑥 ×𝑁𝑦 = 2×3 and c) 𝑁𝑥 ×𝑁𝑦 = 4×3.

the whole wind farm:

P𝑇 =
1

𝑁𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑙

𝑁𝑟𝑜𝑤∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑙∑︁
𝑗=1

P𝑖 𝑗 . (30)

The total power density of the farm increases with decreasing streamwise turbine spacing (i.e., for

a denser layout). The power density is normalized with the velocity at the top of the boundary layer

𝑈𝐻 to facilitate comparison with the phase-resolved simulations63. The LES with the Dyn-WaSp

model accurately predicts the total normalized power density and is quantified in Table V.
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Finally, the vertical transport of kinetic energy for the temporally and spatially- averaged flow

is quantified by multiplying the mean streamwise momentum equation by the spatially averaged

streamwise velocity to obtain10

−1
𝜌

𝑑𝑝∞
𝑑𝑥

〈𝑢〉 + 𝜕

𝜕𝑧

[(
−〈𝑢′𝑤′〉 − 〈𝑢′′𝑤′′〉

)
〈𝑢〉

]
=

[
−〈𝑢′𝑤′〉 − 〈𝑢′′𝑤′′〉

] 𝜕〈𝑢〉
𝜕𝑧

− 〈 𝑓𝑇 〉〈𝑢〉. (31)

The fluctuating velocity due to temporal variation is defined as 𝑢′
𝑖
= 𝑢𝑖 −𝑢𝑖 where (·) denotes time

averaging and 〈·〉 denotes spatial averaging. The fluctuating velocity due to both temporal and
spatial variation is defined as 𝑢′′

𝑖
= 𝑢𝑖 − 〈𝑢𝑖〉. The left hand side terms represent the work per unit

time done by imposed pressure-gradientW𝑃 that drives the flow and the vertical flux of kinetic

energy Φ𝑒 due to the resolved turbulent stress (〈𝑢′𝑤′〉) and the dispersive stresses (〈𝑢′′𝑤′′〉). The
first term on the right hand side is the dissipation of kinetic energy 𝜖𝑒, which is the rate at which

kinetic energy of the averaged flow is being lost to production of turbulent kinetic energy, and the

second term is the total power available to the wind turbine layerW𝑇 . The viscous dissipation and

viscous transport terms are neglected due to the high Reynolds number of the flow.

The vertical profiles of the terms in the mean kinetic energy budget equation are depicted in

Figure 11. The vertical flux of mean kinetic energy shown in Figure 11a is maximum at the upper

edge of the wind turbine region and decreases towards the top of the domain. Kinetic energy is

extracted from the flow by the turbines at the rotor height and transported from the faster mean

flow above the turbines. This transport of kinetic energy from above is enhanced for the case with

the denser layout due to the increase in number of turbines extracting more energy from the flow.

The turbine force 𝐹𝑇 is non-zero only within the turbine layer. The turbine-layer mean power𝑊𝑇

(shown in Figure 11c) increases smoothly from zero at the edge of the disks to the maximum values

at the center. Turbulence production (mean kinetic energy dissipation) is large both on the upper

portion of the turbines in the shear layer between the wakes and the fast flow above and near the

wave surface where the velocity gradient is large. Similar to the kinetic energy flux, the dissipation

of kinetic energy is larger for the denser layout.

To facilitate comparison with the phase-resolved simulations, the budget for the kinetic energy

within the turbine layer spanning 𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝐻ℎ𝑢𝑏 −𝐷/2 to 𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐻ℎ𝑢𝑏 +𝐷/2 is calculated10:

W𝑃,𝐷 +Δ𝜙𝑒 =D+W𝑇,𝐷 , (32)

whereW𝑃,𝐷 = −𝐷𝜌−1𝑎 (𝑑𝑝∞/𝑑𝑥)〈𝑢〉𝐷 is the forcing power due to the applied pressure gradient in
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FIG. 11: Vertical profiles of normalized a) mean kinetic energy flux, b) dissipation of mean

kinetic energy, and c) mean turbine work for SPWJ2 (solid line) and SPWJ4 (dashed line). The

wind turbine layer is depicted by the dotted horizontal lines.

the wind turbine region, where 〈𝑢〉𝐷 = 𝐷−1
∫
〈𝑢〉d𝑧 is the temporally and horizontally averaged

velocity, additionally averaged vertically over the turbine diameter 𝐷, Δ𝜙𝑒 = 𝜙𝑒 (𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥) − 𝜙𝑒 (𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛)
is the flux of kinetic energy across the turbines,

W𝑇,𝐷 = 〈𝑢〉𝐷
𝐹𝑇

𝜌𝑎𝑠𝑥𝑠𝑦𝐷
2 , (33)

where 𝐹𝑇 = 0.25𝜌𝑎𝜋𝐷2Δ𝑥 𝑓𝑇 and

D =

∫ 𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛

[
−〈𝑢′𝑤′〉 − 〈𝑢′′𝑤′′〉

] 𝜕〈𝑢〉
𝜕𝑧
d𝑧, (34)

is the dissipation term integrated over the wind turbine area. The terms in the total mean kinetic

energy budget are quantified in Table VI. Consistent with the trends from other studies10,63, the

budget is dominated by Δ𝜙𝑒 andW𝑇 , while the dissipation and the forcing pressure work are an

order of magnitude smaller. Furthermore, the magnitudes of the different terms show excellent

agreement with the phase-resolved simulations.

The estimated reduction in computational cost can be quantified by considering the grid res-

olution and time steps from Ref.63. In the current simulation, the grid resolution is about 2.5

times coarser in the horizontal directions and 1.5 times coarser in the vertical direction compared

to Ref.63. Additionally, a separate solver for the wave field is not used for the current approach.

The simulations are run with a time step of 0.6 s corresponding to a CFL number of 0.4 as the
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TABLE VI: Mean kinetic energy budget in the turbine region. All values are normalized with the

velocity at the top of the domain𝑈3
𝐻
and multiplied by 103.

Case W𝐿𝐸𝑆
𝑃

W𝑌 𝑎𝑛𝑔

𝑃
Δ𝜙𝐿𝐸𝑆

𝑒 Δ𝜙
𝑌 𝑎𝑛𝑔
𝑒 D𝐿𝐸𝑆 D𝑌 𝑎𝑛𝑔 W𝐿𝐸𝑆

𝑇
W𝑌 𝑎𝑛𝑔

𝑇

SPWJ2 0.247 0.253 1.74 1.76 0.124 0.109 1.94 1.88

SPWJ4 0.347 0.364 2.81 2.78 0.218 0.177 3.07 2.92

simulation time step is not constrained by a wave solver. A 70 times lower computational cost

is achieved by the current modeling approach due to coarser grids and larger time steps (0.6 s

compared to 0.08 s in Ref.63) without even considering the cost of a separate wave model, which

would increase the relative computational cost savings with the current approach.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Offshore wind farms operate in a complex environment where the interaction between thewaves,

atmospheric boundary layer, and the wind turbines control the dynamics of the system. Realistic

oceanic conditions comprise of multiscale and multi-modal waves, and accounting for their effects

in a computationally efficient manner is important to accurately model the flow through offshore

wind farms.

In this work, a wave spectrum drag model applicable for Large Eddy Simulations is developed to

calculate the wave form drag for a multiscale moving surface. The model is based on the incoming

momentum flux, the relative wind-wave velocity, and the wave surface gradient. Furthermore,

a parameterization to account for fast swell waves where the momentum transfer is from the

waves to the airflow is proposed. To ensure accurate results for coarse grids where the entire wave

spectrum cannot be resolved, the dynamic model proposed by Anderson andMeneveau 5 and Yang,

Meneveau, and Shen 61 is adapted to develop a Dynamic Wave Spectrum drag model (Dyn-WaSp).

The Dyn-WaSp model is used to simulate airflow over a spectrum of moving waves generated

using the JONSWAP spectrum. The wave height distribution is calculated as a superposition

of individual wave modes using a random phase model. The effect of resolved wave modes is

applied as a bodyforce by adding the contribution due to each wave. The drag from subfilter

waves is calculated dynamically using a model based on the subfilter r.m.s of the wave height

distribution. The model produces accurate results for both the mean velocity profiles and the wave
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stress for different wind and wave conditions. Further, the growth rate, a gauge used to quantify

the pressure-based wave stress, was compared to existing experiments and simulations and showed

good agreement.

The Dyn-WaSp model is then applied to simulate flow through an offshore wind farm for two

different streamwise turbine spacings, with the bottom boundary bounded bymultiscale waves. The

time-averaged mean velocity profiles show excellent agreement with phase-resolved simulations.

Furthermore, compared to only using a monochromatic wave train, the full spectrum formulation

provides superior predictions of the bottom friction velocity and the surface roughness. There is a

factor of two difference between the averaged streamwise velocity for the monochromatic and full

spectrum case as can be seen in Figure 7. However, for the case of finite length wind farms this

effect will be more dramatic, and representing the full spectrum will be crucial. Finally, the total

power density from the farm, and the mean kinetic energy budgets are calculated and compared to

the phase-resolved counterparts with good agreement.

The dynamic parameter 𝛼𝑤 adjusts to the changing flow field as the flow transitions from

airflow over a spectrum of waves to a fully developed wind turbine boundary layer. In all the

cases considered here, the grid resolution was sufficient to model the most energetic modes.

The Dyn-WaSp model adds minimal computational cost and implementation complexity and is

free of system-dependent parameters. Accurately characterizing the wave field can be used to

inform the design and placement of wind turbines and quantify unsteady power generation due to

platform motions57. This includes understanding how the waves affect the substructures, such as

the foundations and anchors, which can affect the stability of the wind turbines68.

Another key advantage of the current approach is the low computational cost compared to

phase-resolved simulations. The model can be applied as a boundary condition and accurately

models wave effects without the need of higher grid resolutions or a separate wave solver. The

reduction in computational cost is O(100) based on grid resolution and time steps compared to

phase-resolved simulations for the case without turbines. For the turbine simulations the current

modeling approach achieves a O(10-100) times lower computational cost due to coarser grids,

and larger time steps (compared to Ref.63) without considering the cost of a separate wave model.

Future studies will focus on the application of the dynamic approach to study wind-wake-wave

couplings for different wave characteristics including the effects of swell waves in a finite wind

farm setting.
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